Ken Meisel
Sermon of the Mourning Dove
On the outstretched edge
of the peach tree’s limb
you sing your mourning song
to the pearl-gray horizon
becoming daisy white
and mango orange
in the dawn’s quiet lustre.
All the other birds, loud, ecstatic,
singing their daybreak songs
in the maple trees and the solid oaks
cannot hear you – they don’t even try –
as you lean your wide,
generous gray chest
over the edge
of this peach tree branch
and you mourn
from your one
red trillium heart
(– so full of its ripe loss
and its burnt aching –)
so that your disconcerted body,
capsized over
on its conquered little gray stalk
can both give up
and exalt for a nest at the same time
(which is the exact way
that life
both expands and retreats in us
like an accordion
at the same time.)
And you capture again

and again for me,
what it is to be
a living being
with an emptying hour glass
set inside a rib cage
meant to protect us
– although it never truly does –
because we all
must find a nest in this life,
and then we must let it all go
at the same time –
as we’re hurled backward
and out-ways,
by the long journey’s
tempest and drain.
Mourning dove –
bird of the turning
back of stark feral night sky
into daybreak’s lustrous sunlight
and the afternoon’s
over-ripe radiance
fading into melancholic afterglow –
don’t bring anyone
or anything
back to me right now:
instead, just let me
hold on and let go –
in the exact way
that you inhale and release
from inside the red trillium
of your heart
all that’s disquieted
and emptied in you by your song:
sing for me – right now –
this mourning song
that says we’re beings

made of soft laments
and nesting calls
on the twist and flare
of the peach tree’s
extended outer branch
as the morning –
so lovely
and so indifferent –
comes rising up again
behind the blue horizon,
to greet me.
Hear my prayers and missives to you,
gray mourning dove
with your two ink eyes
hiding one of the encrypted
chapters of the Book of Love
inside them.
Solitary dove, with the streak
of a clown’s rouge
smudged across your beak
like the blood of the recording angel
carrying in it
all the data
of our soul’s nesting
and all our subsequent
bodily forgetting,
don’t give anyone
or anything back to me
this morning:
instead, just sing ahead of me
this one
melancholic exaltation
of how we nest
in one body for a lifetime –
and then we let go.
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